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(Intro)
Yea mane
Infamous grindmode
Realm Reality
Check

(Verse)
Goodbye summer, we deep inclined to define lovers
I had to leave, I was deep inside the grind rubbers
You finally fuckin me, backing you up was all love
From the moment you said you was down it was all love
Yup, taking trips together for sea food
When the big ruse you striptease with each move
Grab your inner thigh, right hand the boy asked ya
I'm so past these haters, to me they so fascious
Put they flow on top while they roll up
I'm so focused, she lyin naked with her toes up
Damn mami, you like the right one
Beauty pageant body, she suck me down with the light
tongue
The night's young like a game of throne character
In another country with a chick looking bad as fuck
Money in my pockets, nothing on my wrists
Instagram of feelings, can you picture this?

(Hook x2)
Goodbye summer, don't trip, I'll be right back
I had a good time, I know you liked that
Goodbye summer, I know you miss me, don't cry girl
You gon see me again so keep it live girl

(Verse)
Damn summer, I'm so obsessed with your tweet picks
You so classy, you're so nasty, you slick bitch
Forget my tone but I think about you alone
And I never pick up the phone cuz I know you're never
at home
June, july, august when you come alive
Always in them shorts and never treat me like those
other guys
I'm so fly like box's weight
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Oxycotton proper, sippin larger in a conscious state
I'm bullshittin, I ain't ever took drugs
And that don't count weed, we both high and need love
Me and you together's like two cheaters that's tryna
fuck
Get it? Two cheaters that's tryna fuck
But umm, yes, back to the subject
You got a man, I got a girl, it's just rough sex
Actin like a stranger but you loves flesh
Lock you up, interrogate your pussy like a suspect

(Hook x2)
Goodbye summer, don't trip, I'll be right back
I had a good time, I know you liked that
Goodbye summer, I know you miss me, don't cry girl
You gon see me again so keep it live girl
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